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Lower Columbia Recovery Region



Recovery Vision

Washington lower Columbia 
salmon, steelhead, and bull trout 

are recovered to healthy, 
harvestable levels that will sustain 
productive sport, commercial, and 

tribal fisheries through the 
restoration and protection of the 

ecosystems upon which they 
depend and the implementation of 

supportive hatchery and fishery 
practices. 



How do we accomplish these goals? 

Increase and maintain 
population viability

Decrease and maintain 
impacts to salmon
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Work with partners to connect programs 
to recovery actions and needs

Assess action effects on habitat and fish

Adaptively manage the 
Recovery Plan

How do we implement these actions? 



Linking Partner Programs to Recovery
40 hatchery (100%) and 27 harvest (87%) recovery 
actions implemented

192 (61%) individual reforms to support recovery 
action implementation have monitoring timelines 
that extend beyond 2019
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3 generations of natural origin fish monitoring



Linking Partner Programs to Recovery
40 hatchery (100%) and 27 harvest (87%) recovery 
actions implemented

192 (61%) individual reforms to support recovery 
action implementation have monitoring timelines 
that extend beyond 2019

Changing Approach? 
Restart!

1 generation of hatchery 
origin fish monitoring

3 generations of natural origin fish monitoring

s17



Slide 13

s17 RE: the timeline, emphasis that our listed pops have been under pressure decades, and it will take multiple life 
cycles to even begin to see reponses in the natural spawning populations from many actions - recovery is a 
long-term proposition that takes sustained effort.
smanlow, 1/27/2020



Linking Partner Programs to Recovery

56% of completed habitat projects occur in 
stream reaches with coho and winter steelhead

Less than 20% of completed habitat projects 
occur in stream reaches with either chum, 
Chinook, or summer steelhead

Only 12% of high priority stream reaches in the 
region have completed habitat projects. 



Viability Progress

3 of 4 populations (27%) are meeting 
delisting abundance goals when 
compared to recent 4-year medians

= mixed progress

Chum

Meeting or Surpassing 
Delisting Target

< 50% of Delisting Target

No Population

No Data
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4 of 13 populations (29%) are meeting 
delisting abundance goals when 
compared to recent 4-year medians

- not making progress

Fall Chinook

Meeting or Surpassing 
Delisting Target
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Viability Progress

Coho

5 of 16 populations (31%) are 
meeting delisting abundance goals 
when compared to recent 4-year 
medians

- not making progress
Meeting or Surpassing 
Delisting Target

< 50% of Delisting Target

≥ 50%  and < 75% 
Delisting Target

≥ 75%  and < Delisting 
Target



Viability Progress

10 of 15 populations (63%) are 
meeting delisting abundance goals 
when compared to recent 4-year 
medians

+ positive progress

Winter Steelhead

Meeting or Surpassing 
Delisting Target

< 50% of Delisting Target

≥ 50%  and < 75% 
Delisting Target

No Population

No Data



Viability Progress
Lewis Fall Chinook East Fork Lewis Coho



Viability Progress
East Fork Lewis Winter Steelhead East Fork Lewis Summer Steelhead



Recovery Progress
Decrease and maintain 

impacts to salmon
Increase and maintain 

population viability

Fall Chinook and Coho: not 
making progress

Chum: mixed progress

Steelhead: making progress

All hatchery recovery actions 
and most harvest actions are 
implemented, but monitoring of 
impacts are ongoing for majority

Habitat actions are being 
implemented, but monitoring is 
lacking and project targets may 
need to be diversified



Recovery Progress
Decrease and maintain 

impacts to salmon
Increase and maintain 

population viability

Fall Chinook and Coho: not 
making progress

Chum: mixed progress

Steelhead: making progress

All hatchery recovery actions 
and most harvest actions are 
implemented, but monitoring of 
impacts are ongoing for majority

Habitat actions are being 
implemented, but monitoring is 
lacking and project targets may 
need to be diversified

How can we understand 
relationships across the landscape? 

Assess habitat status and trends at 
watershed scales
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Lower Columbia Fish Recovery Board
ajohnson@lcfrb.gen.wa.us
(360) 425-1552

Thank you!


